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Preface

Almost half of research resources of the Swedish Road and Traffic

Research Institute (VTI) are utilized in projects which are more or less

directly related to questions concerning road pavements, specially road

surfacings.

Research in the Institute s Road Division is oriented towards roads and

materials. In the Road User and Vehicle Division and the Traffic Division,

research is aimed at analysing how various road surface properties influ-

ence vehicles, road users, traffic and the environment, and developing

systems for this purpose.

The largest part of research is commissioned by the Swedish National Road

Administration (VV), although a considerable part is financed with internal

funds. Swedish National Road Administration projects are initiated and/or

administered by its own divisions and the Institute's research projects are

initiated by the respective division. However, it has long been known that

there is a need for increased coordination of research into road surfacing

questions within the VTI. It is important to make effective use of the

multidisciplinary expertise of the VTI, which is perhaps the most important

reason for the existence of a research institute of this type.

A working group was therefore set up at the VTI in April 1982 with

representatives from the three research divisions. The group, which was

headed by Gunnar Carlsson, was instructed to produce guidelines for

coordinated research into road pavements. The results of the group's work

were presented in November 1982 at a seminar at the VTI. Meddelande 406

documents the group's proposals.

In addition to the members of the working group (the authors of this VTI

Meddelande) the participants included the following researchers at the VTI:

Urban Bjorketun Evert Ohlsson

Rune Gandahl Ulf Sandberg

Ulf Hammarstrom Hans Séivenhed

Gabriel Helmers
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MAINTENANCE OF PAVED ROADS
Current state of knowledge and need for research

by Peter W Arnberg, Gunnar Carlsson, Lennart Djarf, Per-Gunnar Land,
Georg Magnusson, Rein Schandersson, Bo Simonsson and Leif Wiman
Swedish Road and Traffic Research Institute (VTI)
5-581 01 LINKCPING Sweden

ABSTRACT

In Sweden, about one billion SEK is spent annually on the maintenance of

road and street pavements. To be able to use these resources in the best

way, extensive knowledge of the consequences of various maintenance

strategies is required.

The bulletin surveys the need for research in this field. The most urgent

research tasks are considered to be the following:

1." Methods/models for predicting long-term changes in road/road sur

face condition when implementing various surfacing strategies.

2. Efficient methods for determining the structural condition (bearing

capacity) of roads.

3. Measurement of current traffic loadings and prognosis of future

traffic loadings (especially heavy axle loads).

it. The influence of surface condition on vehicle wear.

5. The influence of surface condition on road accidents.

6. Evaluation of effects.

However, present know-how is sufficient to begin development of planning

systems for socio-economic optimization of pavement maintenance. It is

therefore important that the planning systems have a flexible structure so

that the newer and more reliable techniques expected from future research

can be successively introduced. The planning systems must therefore be

developed in close consultation between road authorities and researchers.
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II

Since the situation regarding the municipal road network differs somewhat

from the national road network (in, for example, traffic composition, road

structure etc) it is proposed that two groups be formed to develop the

planning systems (one for the Swedish National Road Administration and

one for the municipal authorities (urban roads). It is important that these
groups receive resources for system development and research so that they

do not function simply as consultative groups.

VTI MEDDELANDE 406 A



l. AIMS OF THE WORKING GROUP

The aim of the working group has been to produce guidelines for coordina-

ting research of the Swedish Road and Traffic Research Institute (VTI) into

the effects of pavement maintenance.

The best way to actieve a natural process of coordination is to focus a

considerable part of research on a critical area of application. The most

important problem in the area of pavements is at present the deveIOpment

of methods for finding a socio-economically optimal strategy for the

maintenance of paved roads. There are several reasons for assigning this

question high priority.

0 The cost of pavement maintenance is almost 1 billion SEK per year.

0 Some people are of the opinion that maintenance is unsatisfactory and

may lead to waste of investments made in roads and streets.

0 To meet reduced grants, a changeover has been made to maintenance

methods which are inexpensive in the short term but have unknown

consequences in the long term.

0 The "new" maintenance methods may cause road user costs for vehicle

wear, fuel consumption etc to increase considerably more than the

savings made by the road administrator through less expensive mainte-

nance.

0 Technical progress in measuring allows the acquisition of data for large

road and street networks at reasonable cost. In addition to road and

traffic information systems (road data bases) information systems for

rational maintenance methods can be built up. Large parts of such

information systems already exist.

VTI MEDDELANDE 406 A



A research program with the aim of acquiring knowledge for optimizing

pavement maintenance must be developed jointly between road administra-

tors and researchers. The proposals presented here are therefore to be

regarded as an invitation to collaboration of this type. We believe it

important to describe researchers' views on the knowledge required and

hope that this will lead to the initiation of a joint project aimed at

developing systems for optimizing pavement maintenance.
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2. GENERAL BACKGROUND

The total length of national roads in Sweden is about 100 000 km. At the

end of the 1950's only 10% of the national road network was paved. Almost

100% of the paved roads have flexible pavements with a bituminous

surfacing. In 1980 about 60% of the national roads were paved, and these

accounted for 92% of total traffic mileage. The trend is shown in Figure l.
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Figure l. The pavement development of the national roads.

Source: Pavement inventory 1980. Results.

Swedish National Road Administration, DD 131.

As shown in the figure, increase was fairly rapid during the 60's, especially

with regard to oiled gravel roads. During the 70's the increase levelled off

somewhat, before resuming at the end of the 70's with the introduction of

YlG (surface dressing on gravel).

'In the municipalities most roads and streets are paved. In addition, the

municipalities have pedestrian and cycle paths which are often provided

with a bituminous surfacing.
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The expansion of the paved road and street network has thus taken place

during the last 20 years and the demand for maintenance has increased

accordingly.

The annual cost of pavement maintenance on national roads is at present

about 500-700 million SEK and on municipality roads and streets about 300-

500 million SEK.

Owing to the high increases in oil prices during the 70's the price of

bitumen has risen dramatically, leading to efforts at maintenance using

thinner layers or surface dressing. Instead of renewing the wearing course

with 60-100 kg/m2 (25-45 mm) heat treatment with 40-60 kg/mz (15 25

mm) or mechanical reshaping is used to a steadily increasing extent.

Furthermore, the interval between wearing course renewals has been

extended. As a result, corrective maintenance (repair of pot holes, cracks

and local minor irregularities) has increased.

What has been stated above applies in general both to national roads and to

municipalities. However, the use of surface dressings has not become

widespread in the latter. In larger municipalities, mastic asphalt is used to

a certain extent for rut filling, a practice which is infrequent on national

roads.

To sum up, a paved road and street network has been developed within a

relatively short period of time and now costs about 1 billion SEK every

year in maintenance. Since the paved surfaces are still fairly new, we have

very limited experience of the long-term consequences of different main-

tenance methods.

VTI MEDDELANDE 406 A



3 AIMS IN MAINTENANCE OF PAVED ROADS

The general aim of road maintenance has been formulated on the basis of

the 1979 decision on road traffic policy set out in the Swedish National

Road Administration's (VV's) five-year plan and is as follows:

"Both individuals and industry throughout the country are to be offered

satisfactory road transport standards at the lowest possible socio-economic

costs."

Naturally it is difficult to define a satisfactory road transport standard for

each part of the country. Such a definition can be regarded as a continuous

process where increased knowledge of the effects of road maintenance is

an essential part of the information required for weighing the need for

maintenance resources against needs in other areas of the community.

Regardless of the meaning of the concept "satisfactory transport stan-

dard", it is important that the socio-economic consequences of various

maintenance strategies be considered, i.e. the latter part of the objective

quoted above ("... at the lowest possible cost which is optimal for the

society"). The significance of this can be understood if it is remembered

that the cost of road maintenance constitutes a mere fraction of the

resources consumed by traffic in the form of vehicle costs (fuel, vehicle

wear, etc), time consumption and accident costs. It is therefore necessary

that road administrators apply socio-economic principles in the distribution

of the funds available to them.

Figure 2 illustrates the relationship between the various costs for a typical

rural road in Sweden. The cost of pavement maintenance is about 25% of

the total cost of road maintenance.

The figure shows that road uses costs are considerably greater than the

cost of pavement maintenance. It is therefor of utmost importance to

consider possible influence on road user costs when making decisions on

how pavements are to be maintained. This is also valid when available

resources don't permit a minimizing of the total cost. In this case,

maintenance must be performed in such a way that the budgetary restric-

tions burden road users with the smallest possible cost increase in relation

to the optimal level.
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Figure 2. Cost relation on a typical Swedish rural road.
Road width: 7 m I
Speed limit: 90 km/h
Traffic: 3 000 vehicles/day
Cost level: 1980

Apart from influencing the abovementioned road user costs (accident,

journey time and vehicle costs) a low pavement standard and certain types

of surfacing can cause road users discomfort (costs) through increased

vibration and shaking, in addition to increased noise in the vehicle. This

type of inconvenience (costs) may also affect those living or otherwise

remaining for any period of time in the vicinity of the road. It is desirable

that this type of consequence be considered in planning optimal pavement

maintenance even if evaluation problems are difficult in many cases.
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What objective(s) are then to govern modern pavement maintenance?

In the case of national roads these are described in the VV's "Five year

Operation Plan 1982-85".

In the Five-year Plan, the Swedish National Road Administration states

clearly its ambition to be able to calculate the consequences to the

community of its pavement maintenance. It is considered that available

grants will not allow the same pavement standard to be maintained as in

the beginning of the 70's. The cutbacks will mainly affect roads with a

traffic volume of <1500 vehicles/day (approximately 70% of the paved road

network) and will probably incur a loss to the community, in addition to the

risk for further deterioration in road conditions.

It should be clear that if the Swedish National Road Administration is to

regard a socio-economic optimization of pavement maintenance as an

important objective, knowledge of the long-term consequences of various

surfacing strategies, both for road users and road administrators, must be

radically improved.

To obtain an idea of the objectives governing pavement maintenance in the

municipalities it is necessary to turn to individual authorities since there is

no significant collaboration between these. Collaboration between a num-

ber of municipalities responsible for their own roads has been in progress

since 1973 within an Operating Cost Study (DKU). (At present, Gothenburg,

Lulea, Solna, Stockholm, Sundsvall and Véisteras are included in the DKU).

The DKU published its main report in 1981. The report stated that interest

concerning pavements has primarily been focussed on using comparisons of

annual costs for various types of pavement maintenance in the municipali-

ties to propose new maintenance methods for saving costs. So far, no

attempt has been made to describe a standard or its consequences for road

users and road keeper costs. However, it is intended that these aspects be

studied in the future, since this is important in creating a basis for socio-

economically optimal usage of available resources and in emphasising the

arguments for increasing these.
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To sum up, we consider that there are exceptionally strong grounds for a

socio-economic objective being made the governing factor in planning road

maintenance. Today's maintenance strategies do not appear to be suffi-

ciently well formulated with regard to their socio-economic consequences.

This arises principally through a lack of knowledge of long-term develop-

 

ment in pavement standard (incl road surface standard) with various types

 

of maintenance strategy and also of the relationship between road surface

  

standard and road user costs.
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ll SYSTEMS FOR MAINTENANCE STRATEGIES

A basic principle in designing the research and development program has

been a close connection between research and the measures implemented.

It is therefore natural to try to structure the research needed with regard

to the road administrators system or guidelines for pavement maintenance.

Systems for maintaining paved roads may have various levels of complexi-

ty, depending on the extent of maintenance and its aims. Very roughly, two

philosophies can be considered from which maintenance systems can be

created. On one hand the road administrators may aim, with or without

economic restrictions, at minimizing socio-economic costs for road trans-

portation on the other the aim can be to formulate guidelines for an

acceptable road standard to be achieved at the lowest cost for the road

administrator. The two approaches converge if in the latter case the

minimum requirement on the road/road surface is expressed with

consideration to the effects on road users and environment.

In developing systems for pavement maintenance it is necessary to

remember that the bituminous surface has two essential functions:

0 It must constitute a "floor" for the vehiCles using the road. The "floor"

must have properties such as satisfactory smoothness, high friction etc.

o It must act as a "roof" for the road structure. The "roof" must prevent

water penetrating the roadbase and sub base and also contribute to

delaying disintegration by distributing the wheel pressure over a larger

area.

Design and application of various systems for maintenance of paved roads

are being studied at several places in the world. However, a considerable

difficulty at present is that the relationships between road user effects

(accidents, journey times, vehicle costs) and road standard are insufficient

ly known. This leads to the risk of the system attaching too little

significance to these effects in relation to the road administrator's costs.

The risk of socio-economic "waste" is evident if it is remembered that road

user costs are considerably higherthan the maintenance costs for paved

VTI MEDDELANDE #06 A
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roads (cf Section 3 above). The risk also appears to increase in times of

economic restriction when road administrators seek to reduce their costs.

To avoid socio-economic sub optimization, systems for pavement mainte-

nance need to be developed which take into account the effeCts on the road

user and others in relation to socio-economic significance.

Such systems make it easier to see which elements are included in

pavement maintenance and the relationships between them. This provides

better possibilities for clarifying:

c which variables can be obtained by processing information in various

data bases, such as road data bases, pavement data, traffic data and

weather data from the SMHI (Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological

Institute).

0 which variables are to be measured and stored and where and how they

are to be measured.

It may be appropriate here to remember that pavement wear is also

influenced by other roadkeeping measures such as snowcl-earing, draining

and winter maintenance. For example, the more the salting in wintertime,

the less severe the ice and snow conditions. This means that vehicles with

studded tyres cause wear on the road surface instead of the snow layer.

A system for pavement maintenance must therefore be designed so that it

can be integrated with other systems, such as those for winter mainte

nance.

Figure 3 shows a possible design for a system of this type. The diagram also

gives examples of external information Sources (data bases) which may be

usable.

VTI MEDDELANDE l 06 A
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However, it is not self-evident that there is only one maintenance system

which can satisfy every road administrator's needs. The Swedish National

Road Administration probably requires a system for maintaining paved

roads which is different to that suitable for a municipality. Even municipa-

lities of different sizes may require different maintenance systems.
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Example of a system for optimal pavement maintenance.
The figure also shows examples of external information
sources which may be usable.

Figure 3.

A maintenance system may include differenttstrategies for maintenance of

paved roads of various types, such as various traffic classes or geographical

areas. It is important to remember that the concept of "strategy" relates

to several maintenance cycles (ideally the whole lifetime of the road) and

that the type of maintenance, like the time interval between maintenance

activities, may differ. Section 5 below gives a more precise definition of

I the strategy concept.

In order to design a maintenance strategy which takes socio-economic

consequences into account, knowledge of the following areas is required:

VTI MEDDELANDE 406 A
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- Road administrator costs for maintanence of a paved road.

- The road's expected performance.

- Road user and environmental costs as a function of road condition.

Since it is often impossible to study directly the relationship between

various surfacing strategies and road user costs, the performance of the

road must be studied. The performance variables considered significant for

road users and for the further deterioration of the road are normally

termed "functional properties" of the road surface and of the road.

The following properties are significant for the road's function:

Roughness

Ruts

Overhanging pavement edges

Cracks

Alligator cracking

Pot holes

Crossfall

Macrotexture

Microtexture

Friction

Light reflectance

In order to determine the costs for the road administrator, road users and

others, models/interrelationships must exist, describing how the costs vary

with road/road surface properties or condition. Knowledge of how the

functional properties change with time under the influence of traffic and

climate is also necessary.

A maintenance strategy can lead to both direct and indirect costs for the

road administrator. The direct costs consist of costs for renewing the

wearing course, for corrective maintenance (repair of cracks, pot holes

etc) during the period between tworenewals. The indirect costs are those

arising through underdimensioned maintenance which may in the long term

VTI MEDDELANDE 406 A
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lead to structural deterioration of the road. Section 5 below provides a

general description of current knowledge and research needed, both for

designing maintenance strategies and for developing models of the change

in functional condition of the road/road surface under the influence of

traffic and climate, etc. The structural condition of the road and methods

of measuring this are described in Section 8.

Sections 6 and 7 discuss current knowledge and research needed regarding

the relationships between road surface condition and effects on the road

user (Section 6) and the environment (Section 7). This area of research sets

demands on objective definition and measurement of road surface condition

(Section 9) and evaluation of the effects (Section ll).

Knowledge of present and future traffic loads forms the basis for quanti-

fying road user effects and using models for the change in road/road

surface condition. Section 10 describes traffic measurements and traffic

prognoses.

VTI MEDDELANDE 406 A
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5. PAVEMENT PERFORMANCE

Deterioration of the road surface with time is mainly the result of traffic

and climate contributing to the following processes which destroy the road

structure:

- surface wear

- deformation in the bituminous pavement

- structural deterioration

- frost and ground processes in the sub grade

These deterioration process result in changes of the properties of the road

surface, e.g. texture, rutting and roughness.

As a result of these destructive processes, the road must be maintained by

the road administrator who can choose between two different approaches.

Frequently the wearing course is renewed at certain intervals of time by

resurfacing with new material. A new wearing course may consist of a

surface dressing on a road surface levelled with asphaltic concrete or it

may consist wholly of asphalt concrete. After such maintenance has been

repeated a number of times, strengthening in order to improve the

structural condition of the road may be economically motivated. Between

maintenance occasions repairs may be carried out in the form of infill of

eventually occuring pot holes and crack sealing. The strategy described is

designated I in Figure 4.

VTI MEDDELANDE 406 A
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Figure 4. General diagram showing how two different maintenance
strategies affect road surface condition.

Instead of strengthening as in strategy I, reinforcement may be included in

the wearing course renewal so that it is made "thicker". For example, the

thickness may be increased from 60 kg/m2 to 80 or 100 kg/mz. Such a

strategy is shown in the diagram as alternative 11.

The maintenance measures and intervals provided in this strategy are

adapted by the road administrator with regard both to the condition

applying at time A:

- road surface condition

- road structure condition (pavement condition)

and also to the expected performance which depends on:

- traffic

- climate

winter maintenance (e.g. salting, snow clearing)

among other factors.

VTI MEDDELANDE 406 A
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At present, we have insufficient knowledge of the relationships between on

the one hand, changes in road/road surface condition and on the other hand,

maintenance action, traffic and climate. Extensive research appears

necessary. Some of the most important research problems are described

below.

The research problems are presented under headings corresponding to the

deterioration processes described on the previous pages. In order for

acquired knowledge to be used in systems for optimizing pavement

maintenance the systems must be summarized in a model describing how

road/road surface condition changes with time in connection with various

actions or maintenance strategies.

In some cases, "secondary" research problems are described, these refer-

ring to problems not directly related with maintenance optimization.

5.1 Surface wear

 

Vehicle traffic (especially vehicles with studded tyres), snow clearing

vehicles and also climatic conditions contribute in time to surface wear.

Studded tyres are the cause of the larger part of such wear.

5.1.1 Wear from studded tyres

 

To be able to determine the amount of wear from studded tyres, informa

tion is needed on the abrasion resistance of the wearing course and the

expected number of passages by vehicles with studded tyres. Here it is not

only the total abrasion that is of interest but also the abrasion occuring in

ruts caused by vehicles following each other's tracks. Abrasion also affects

microtexture and macrotexture of the wearing course.

The abrasion resistance of plant-mixed pavements is normally expressed in

the form of an SPS* index (mass of abraded material in tons per km road

and million vehicles with studded tyres). At present, the SPS index of

* SPS = specific wear.

VTI MEDDELANDE #06 A
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various plant mixes is known in approximate terms. It has not been

possible to develop a corresponding index for surface dressing mainly

because of the special measuring problems associated with a coarse

macrotexture. It is important that a measuring method be developed in

this area since the use of surface dressings is very widerspread (see

Chapter 9.2).

A large number of factors influence the magnitude of the SPS index;

aggregate, binder, degree of compaction (in plant mixes), tyre stud design,

stud projection, number of studs per tyre, etc. Special attention must be

paid to studs in truck tyres where these are used. At present, little is

known about the influence of these factors. Consequently, the following

research is proposed for determining the abrasion resistance of wearing

COUI SES.

Hitherto, the abrasion resistance has been determined through measure-

ments of test surfaces in the field, which has meant that evaluation takes a

great deal of time. An accelerated test procedure, for example, with a

test road machine of the type proposed in VTI Meddelande 223, 1980, and

which has been discussed in the project group for Inter-Nordic research

into studded tyres, is desirable. This would make it possible to study the

influence of the factors mentioned above. The abrasion indexes obtained in

accelerated testing would, together with information on climate, number

of vehicles with studded tyres etc, be used to predict the development of

surface wear. It is important that tests with surface dressings and open-

graded or porous wearing courses can be conducted.

It should be possible to complete an installation of the above mentioned

type 1 2 years after coming to a decision.

Abrasion influences both the microtexture and the macrotexture of the

wearing course. Concerning the significance of the texture for "road

surface condition" and vehicle costs, a more detailed study of the changes

in texture in various wearing courses would be of interest.

VTI MEDDELANDE 406 A
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5.1.2 Other surface wear

 

The stresses from tyres travelling on a road surface may result in stones in

the wearing course being torn loose or crushed. The high SPS indexes

usually obtained on roads with a relatively low frequency of studded tyre

use indicate that plain tyres cause a not insignificant proportion of the

wear in wintertime. The degree of wear at other times of the year is

largely unknown.

Abnormally high wear which cannot fully be attributed to studded tyres has

occurred in plant mixed pavements in recent years. The cause appears to

be shortcomings in application (for example, separations) and insufficient

adhesion between the bitumen and the mineral aggregate.

Extensive research aimed at clarifying the influence of various factors

(construction material, design) on abrasion resistance in the wearing course

appears necessary.

5.2 Deformation in the bituminous pavement

 

Material depression in the pavement may change the texture of the

wearing course and/or lead to rutting, the principal cause being heavy

traffic. Changes in the texture of the wearing course result from stones in

the road surface being depressed further into the road structure by traffic.

As an example, stones in a surface dressing may be inbedded in'the road

pavement, thereby reducing the available voids for the binder. If the voids

become insufficient in relation to the binder volume, bleeding may occur.

Both the macrotexture and the microtexture are altered.

Rutting as described above is a consequence of deformation through

instability of the wearing course (the uppermost pavement course) or at a

lower level within the bituminous pavement.
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5.2.1 Texture changes

 

Texture measurements have so far been made only to a limited extent,

which means that little is known of changes with time in the texture of

various wearing courses.

If a newly developed method of measuring and collecting relevant data on

texture can be used (see 9.5) it will be possible to acquire better knowledge

of texture changes.

In the case of surface dressings, a secondary research requirement for this

program would be a method for determining the binder need in order to

avoid both bleeding and stone loosening.

5.2.2 Rutting throughplastic deformation

 

Rutting may occur due to plastic deformation in the uppermost pavement

layer if this has an unsuitable composition, or in the wearing course or

levelling course which occupies a lower level in the pavement after one or

more resurfacings. In the latter case, the wearing or levelling course will

be subjected to stresses for which it may not have been formulated. At the

VTI research into this problem has been in progress since 1977 and is aimed

at producing better criteria for proportioning. The need for further

research lies in:

Assessing the risk of plastic deformation after resurfacing. The method

developed at the VTI for loading beams taken from an existing pavement is

too complex for routine use. A method for predicting risks of plastic

deformation after resurfacing on the basis of the properties of smaller

pavement samples (e.g. drilling cores) should be developed.

Methods of clarifying the causes of rutting. There is a need to develop

 

diagnostic methods, (is rutting due to surface wear, plastic deformation in

the pavement or insufficient bearing capacity in the roadbase?). The

cross-profile and profile analysis may therefore be considered to be a

diagnostic aid. If roughness in the longitudinal and lateral direction
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directions is followed up continuously it may be possible to determine the

causes of rutting from roughness variations at different seasons (see

Section 9). I

Secondary research needs are the following:

Mix design criteria for wearing courses. The present criteria mainly take

 

into account the requirements on wearing course material when used in the

wearing course. Which criteria are then to apply if the future performance

of the material at a lower level in the pavement is also to be taken into

account? Field tests combined with laboratory experiments (beam tests,

creep tests, etc) together with studies of the mechanisms should bring us

nearer this goal.

Rut-repair methods. Among the repair methods which should be tested

 

further are milling and resurfacing or resurfacing alone.

5.3 Structural deterioration

 

The stresses arising in the road structure when loaded give rise both to

permanent and elastic deformations. Permanent deformations at different

levels accumulate to cause rutting in the road surface, while elastic

deformations within a larger or shorter time depending on the elasticity

of the underlaying layers - cause cracks m or alligatorcracking of the

pavement. The term "structural deterioration" refers to the processes

described here.

5.3.1 Rutting through permanent (plastic) deformation in unbound cour-

 

ses including the subgrade

 

Section 5.2.2 above describes rutting in pavements caused by Biggie

deformations, i.e. deformations which are primarily the result of instable

(unsuitably composed) pavement materials. In this type of plastic deforma

tion there are no or only negligible volume changes. Another type of

permanent deformation may be caused by the traffic load, which succes-
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deformation - normally termed permanent deformation - is of special

interest in thin pavements, while stresses on the formation level and in the

unbound pavement material are greater than with thicker pavements (in

the latter case it appears that rutting in the underlying, unbound material

is negligible).

In the AASHO tests approximately 68 % of rutting was shown to be due to

unbound pavement and subgrade materials. In general, it is important to

clarify the causes of rutting (instable pavement material and/or instable

unbound material and/or successive compaction primarily of unbound

material, including the subgrade) with a view to the relationship between
, a

cause and action.

5.3.2 Cracks and alligator cracking

 

Cracks in pavements are either the result of traffic loads or movements in

the road structure (settling, frost processes). Longitudinal cracks due to

traffic loads originate in the surface at the edges of the ruts or in the

lower edge of the pavement at the bottom of the rut. Longitudinal load

cracks which appear less common than lateral cracks - originate in the

ruts both in the upper and probably also the lower edges. Traffic load

cracks generally progress to alligator cracking unless action is taken.

 

However, alligator cracking can occur without being preceded by aninitial

"cracking" phase. The cause lies in weaknesses in the road structure -

either in the (unbound) roadbase and/or in the sub-base and/or the

subgrade. Previously, this type of damage has been attributed to underde-

signed pavements (or increased traffic loads). The problem has again

become relevant in recent years through the use of low quality materials in

the upper courses of the pavement. Examples include shale which in a

crushed form has an unacceptably high fine material content. In combina-

tion with water accumulation this can lead to surface softening. In bearing

capacity measurements there are certain possibilities for assessing at

which levels in the road structure weak layers occur by measuring

deflections at several points. These possibilities should be studied in more

detail.
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In concluding this section, attention should be drawn to cracks of thermal

(low temperature) origin which occur in the colder regions of the country.

The influence of these on the future development of pavements should be

given greater attention than hitherto.

5.4 Frost and ground processes

 

Height irregularities, cracking and rutting may occur through frost proces-

ses. Irregularities and cracks occur in frost heave while thawing leads to

rut formation. The damaging effects of ground heave depends on roads

design, subgrade conditions and climate and weather.

The effect of a particular technique in pavement maintenance depends

partly on frost activity in and above the road. Frost heave irregularities in

the road surface ought to be less severe in Skane (southern Sweden) with its

mild winter climate corresponding to a mean cold quantity of 2 400°C x h*

compared with northernmost Sweden with a harsh winter climate corres-

, ponding to a. mean cold quantity over 28 800 0C x h. If the size of the

average frost heave is compared, a figure of 2 cm for Skane and over 2!;

cm for norhternmost Sweden is obtained, other road conditions being

similar. In the same way, comparisons can be made for other types of frost

influence on roads. For example, the risk of longitudinal frost cracks is

more tangible only when the mean cold quantity exceeds 14 400°C x h.

A prerequisite for frost causing damage to the road during the frost heave

period is that the subgrade is frostsusceptible, i.e. it responds to frost

penetration with frost heave. The frost susceptibility of the sub-grade

depends in turn on the soil types it contains, soil layer conditions and

ground water conditions. The development of damage in the road is

determined by the structure of the pavement.

 

* Mean cold quantity, expressed in negative 0C x h, is calculated as the
sum of all negative monthly mean temperatures during the winter in
question, multiplied by 30 x 24.
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In assessing the effects of a certain technique for pavement maintenance

with regard to frost activity it is necessary to know the extent to which

this is controlled by the following types of conditions:

- climate and weather

- pavement

subgrade

- run-off

The damaging effects of frost in a road pavement including the surfacing

are fairly well known as a function of climate and weather, principally

qualitatively but to a certain extent also quantitively. However, experi-

ence is dispersed and has not been summarized, so research should be

designed with the aim of studying the regional (climate-dependent) distri-

 

bution of various types of pavement damage (frost damage). The value of

the project lies in determining the regions for which the different

techniques for pavement maintenance are most suitable.

If the pavement is built on non frost-susceptible material, the frost

processes in the subgrade will primarily be decisive for the influence of

frost on the road. Assessing the development of frost damage on the basis

of possible indications from the subgrade is an old problem related to the

complexity of the subgrade. With regard to physical frost processes, in

particular those relating to frost penetration, a method for calculating the

degree of frost heave has been developed at the VTI. The calculation

method includes an expression for frost heave susceptibility which is

determined by equipement designed by the VTI. Research into the method

is in progress.

Research into those physical processes relating to thawing is also continu-

ing. Studies concern the complex interrelationships in thawing when

surplus water accumulates in the soil layers at the same time as it drains

off, and the effects these processes have on the road's bearing capacity and

deteriation from traffic. Although dispersed and uncoordinated, conside-

rable knowledge has been built up over the years concerning subgrade

conditions and their significance for frost acitivity, in addition to the

effects of the latter on the road structure. The different types of subgrade
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in Sweden have a regional distribution according to types of geological

deposits. The geology of each area thus decides the structure of the

materials in the subgrade. The other significant factor in the frost

process, i.e. ground water conditions, is determined by the hydrogeology,

i.e. the type of terrain and the geological structure of the subgrade, in

addition to climate and weather.

A project to study the dependence of pavement damage (frost damage) on

 

subgrade type is proposed with the primary aim of coordinating the

 

experience gained so far. The value of the project lies in obtaining

information on which subgrade types are most suited to the various

techniques for pavement maintenance.

5.5 Performance models

 

In order to predict how the condition of a road will change due to

structural deterioration, a model or method is required which describes the

rate at which a road designed with a certain structural strength of the

subgrade deteriorates under the influence of traffic and climate. Such a

model may be empirical of analytical or a combination of these.

An empirical performance model requires systematic observations over a

 

long period of time of the deterioration sequences in various road designs.

Owing to the time and cost involved in collecting the large quantities of

data required an empirical model is not regarded a realistic first choice,

especially since corresponding systematic observations must also be made

for various strengthening measures. This situation may, however, change

with the development of quick and relatively inexpensive methods of

accurately measuring road condition (see Section 9). Unfortunately, the

measuring capacity regarding the structural condition of a road is still

insufficient to allow a comprehensive inventory. With the development of

laser technology, however, there is cause for certain optimism in this area

(see Section 8).
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With an analytical performance model it is in principle possible to estimate

 

changes in road condition both before and after various strengthening

measures.

An analytical model is built up around a suitable theory. The classical

theory of elasticity is generally accepted in this context and is used for

calculating stresses and strains in the road structure resulting from traffic

loads. Here it is of great importance to use representative values for the

mechanical properties (E-modulus and Poisson's ratio). The mechanical

properties vary for different parts of the road structure owing to seaso-

nally dependent variations in condition (pavement temperature as well as

temperature and moisture in unbound layers and subgrade). There is a

great need for studies of these variations, especially with regard to

properties during thawing, in order to be able to estimate bearing capacity

variations throughout the year on the basis of measurements at a particular

time.

Apart from this, changes in road performance are of a stochastic nature

(depending on natural variations in material properties, layer thichnesses,

binder contents, voids, etc). A performance model must therefore be based

on a sufficient quantity of data to allow a statistically based description to

be made, i.e. in applying the model the expected performance is expressed

in statistical terms (probabilities).

Research needs for obtaining an applicable analytical/statistical perfor-

mance model also include studies to determine which forces (stresses and

strains) can be permitted for various material layers in the road structure,

for various Swedish subgrades and for various external factors. The

permitted values or criteria in use today have been produced in other

countries and under assumptions which do not fully agree with Swedish

conditions, especially with regard to subgrade material and climate. In

order to test the validity of existing criteria and adaptation to Swedish

conditions, field and laboratory tests on the deformation and strength

properties of various materials are necessary.

A facility for making accelerated full-scale tests (e.g. with a larger road

test machine) would be a great asset in complementing other studies.
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With an analytically based performance model as above it is possible to

calculate the probable lifetime of various road structures or the total

traffic load that can be permitted before deterioration has progressed so

far that the pavement shows alligator cracking and/or that permanent

deformations in unbound material and subgrade result in unacceptable

rutting of the road surface.

In order to describe pavement performance, a model is required which can

describe the relationship between deterioration and the parameters influ-

encing this, i.e. traffic and climate. Such models have been developed in

other countries, principally the USA. They are often semi-empirical and

are based on results from the AASHO test. Although these models describe

the deterioration sequence they do so almost exclusively on the basis of

changes in road roughness.

In this context changes in roughness are primarily an expression for road

user comfort. This is unsatisfactory for describing pavement condition

from the road administrator's viewpoint. To produce an adequate descrip-

tion for this purpose, rutting and o CCurrence of cracks and alligator

cracking should also be included. Pavement condition is then described in

the form of a "pavement index" which is obtained by weighting the three

condition parameters mentioned above.

To produce a Swedish model, it is possible to use a model altered in this

way and adapt it to Swedish conditions. However, this demands a large

quantity of data. The research needed for such amodel thus includes a

systematic follow-up of the change in condition of a number of roads with

different structures, bearing capacity and traffic in various parts of the

country. The change in condition can be determined through repeated

measurements of road surface roughness and rutting, damage surveys,

bearing capacity measurements using analyses of falling weight measure-

ments (multiple point measurements) and information on actual traffic

loads via axle load measurements or via a model for estimating actual

traffic load (see Section 10.1).

Apart from the road/ road surface changes resulting from structural dete-

rioration, the complete performance model also comprises surface wear,

plastic deformations in the pavement and frost processes.
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The development of such a model is absolutely necessary in order to make

a socio-economic optimization of maintenance of paved roads, and it is

therefore proposed that this area be given high priority. A project with the

aim of developing a suitable model was started in 1983 by the VTI at the

request of the Swedish National Road Administration.
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6. EFFECTS ON TRAFFIC OF PAVEMENT SURFACE CQNDITION

As mentioned above, road user costs consist of accident costs, time-related

costs and vehicle costs. To road user costs are normally added inconveni-

ence or nuisance caused to road users through noise, vibration, etc. The

latter are often included in the term "comfort".

The research problem lies in describing and quantifying how these costs

vary with pavement surface properties or condition. A solution to this

problem requires knowledge of how pavement surface properties affect

traffic variables, i.e. accidents, journey time, fuel consumption, tyre wear,

vehicle wear, damage to goods, and comfort/performance.

The following table indicates the pavement surface properties considered

to be signficiant for one or more of these variables. The table makes a

rough assessment of whether influence of the individual property of the

pavement surface is low (1), moderate (2) or high (3). In those cases where

no direct influence is considered to exist, the area has beed shaded.

                 

P Traffic variable

pasggechtd . Fuel . . Damage
surface Acc1- Journey consump Tyre Vehicle to Com-

dents time tion wear wear goods fort

Crossfall 2 l 2 2 1 l 2

Ruts I 3 2 2 2 2 1 2
Roughness 2 3 2 2 3 l 3

Friction 3 1
Macrotexture 3 2 3 3 l 0 2 7 3

Microtexture 3 l V. l y 3

Light reflection 3 2 l
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Note that the table only indicates the relative significance of the various

pavement surface properties for each traffic variable individually. The

traffic variables (columns) cannot be compared against each other.

The following part of Chapter 6 provides a general survey of current

knowledge and the research needed into the influence of the various

properties on traffic variables. The section dealing with influence on

journey times also takes up the problems that maximum permitted axle

loads or road closures cause for road users.

6.1 Traffic safety - accidents and indirect measures of traffic safety

The relationship between traffic accidents and road surface condition

(friction, rutting, roughness, etc) is very little known. In Sweden, the VTI

has used data from the 1977 pavement inventory of the national road

network to study both how the w and condition of the pavement

influence the accident rate. The first results (VTI Meddelande 242) showed

weak, statistically nonsignificant tendencies towards a lower accident rate

(number of accidents per million vehicle km) for surface dressed roads

compared to roads with asphalt concrete. In the study, neither the

pavement condition, which was judged subjectively in the inventory, nor

indirect measures of condition (pavement age and number of axle pair

passages since pavement manintenance) could be shown to have any

significant relationship to the accident rate. The analyses did not take

account of road alignment.

Since surface dressed roads in 1977 probably had a poorer alignment than

reshaped or asphalt concreted roads, a positive effect of surface dressing

may possibly be concealed. On the basis of friction measurements, one

might expect such an effect when the road surface is covered by thin ice or

snow or when it is wet. The analysis was therefore extended to take into

account "good" and "bad" weather ( it was not possible to make a direct

division into different road conditions), classified by precipitation quantity

and mean temperature. It was found that asphalt concrete roads have a

notably higher accident rate in "poor" weather than in "good" weather,

while surface dressed roads show very much weaker weather dependence

(VTI Meddelande 317).
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Within the Nordic countries, certain studies have been made in Finland of

the relationship between pavement type/condition and traffic accidents,

while studies made outside the Nordic countries have focussed on the

effect of friction on the accident risk. The information gathered from

these studies indicates that low friction (less than about 0.4) leads to a

significant increase in accidents. Several studies show also that surface

dressing of road stretches with a high number of accidents on wet surfaces

leads to a large reduction in this type of accident. However there are

strong reasons for questioning the results from the latter type of study

owing to the sampling bias in this type of before-and after studies.

Since accident costs constitute a significant part of road user costs, at the

same time as knowledge of the relationships between road surface condi-

tion and accidents is very inadequate, it is appropriate to apply extensive

resources to this area of research. A considerable probelm, however, is the

difficulty of distinguishing the significance of road surface condition from

other factors such as alignment, road user behavviour etc.

To clarify these relationships, accident analyses must be complemented

both with studies of road user behaviour (e.g. speed adaptation, lateral

positioning etc.) and other types of study. The latter include studies ofhow

drivers are influenced by functional properties such as rutting, roughness,

etc.) see Section 6.4 below, and studies of how vehicle manoeuvrability is

affected by these properties (e.g. use of vehicle dynamics models).

Furthermore, worthwhile studies of the relationship between traffic acci-

dents and road surface properties (pavement type, roughness, ruts texture,

friction, etc.) require the latter to be measured in very large road networks

and that the information be continuously updated. With the present rapid

development in integrated systems for measuring road surface properties

and the great interest shown by the Swedish National Road Administration

in these questions, it should be possible within about a year to measure

road surface properties, at least on the main road network. It is more

uncertain whether resources allow measurements to be made on urban

roads. Finally, it is of great value for accident studies, if the geometrical

standard of a road, the road alignment, has been measured and can be

taken into account in an analysis, in addition to easily accessible data on

traffic volumes and variations being available more or less as at present.
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6.2 Journey times/transport facilities

 

Studies made so far in Sweden indicate that pavement surface condition

has a relatively small influence on car drivers' speed and thus on their

journey time. Measurements have been made on relatively rough and rutted

roads before these received a new surface dressing. The measurements

were repeated after dressing and it was found that car speeds had incresed

by 1-2 km/h, which corresponds to a reduction in journey time of about

2 %.

With the relationships between journey time cost and cost of pavement

maintenance exemplified in Figure 2, Section 3, l °/o of the journey time

cost corresponds to about 15 20 % of the cost for pavement maintenance.

Thus, if it were possible through an alternative strategy to achieve a l %

reduction in journey time cost, this would in socio economic terms

motivate an increase in cost for pavement maintenance of up to 15-20 %,

all other factors being unchanged. Increased speed would however lead to

an increase also in vehicle cost which in the 80-100 km/h range is of the

same order of size as the reduction in journey time cost. Therefore the

need for more extensive studies of the relationship between road surface

condition and journey times should be based on calculations of the net gain

in journey time cost and vehicle cost. We do not believe that an analysis of

this type (which ought to be made) would necessitate so much further

research into the relationship between pavement condition and journey

times by car on rural roads.

The above applies to passenger cars only. KnoWledge of the influence on

the journey times of heavy vehicles is inadequate. There is a great need for

empirical studies of the relationship between pavement condition and

journey times for heavy vehicles on roads.

In urban areas the influence of pavement condition on speeds/journey times

is assumed to be small compared with other factors. However, no empirical

studies supporting this assumption have beenfound.

Journey time losses occur also when maintenance activities are in progress.

In general, these losses are likely to negligible and no specialized research
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for quantifying them is necessary. However, they should be included in a

model for optimizing pavement maintenance so that they are not ignored in

those cases where they may be significant.

Different surfacing strategies lead to different degrees of restriction on

heavy traffic. The consequences of temporary reductions in maximum

permitted axle load must be included in the optimization model. Relatively

extensive research is needed in this area since present knowledge is very

poor.

6.3 Vehicle costs

 

Pavement surface condition may exert a great influence on vehicle costs.

Since this cost constitutes a large part (often the largest part) of the total

road user cost it is exceptionally important that extensive research

resources be applied to studying the relationship between, on the one hand,

pavement types and pavement surface condition and on the other hand,

various components of vehicle cost.

Those vehicle costs which depend on pavement type and pavement surface

condition are:

1. Fuel consumption

2. Tyre wear

3. Vehicle wear

Added to these are possible damage to goods and costs for extra packaging

of goods to the extent demanded by the condition of the road surface.

The distribution of the vehicle cost between the above components varies

between vehicle types and road and traffic environments. Especially large

differences in the latter case are found between urban and rural areas.

The dominating costs are vehicle wear and fuel consumption, while tyre

wear accounts for a smaller part. However, research results indicate that

tyre wear may vary considerably with road surface properties, so these

aspects are also interesting to study in this context.
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Studies of relationships between road surface properties and vehicle and

tyre wear demand extensive resources. Before any larger Swedish studies

are planned, the comprehensive studies made in Brazil and India should be

analysed thoroughly with regard to their applicability to Swedish condi-

tions.

6.3.1 Fuel consumption

 

Several studies have been made of how various pavement types and road

surface conditions influence the fuel consumption of cars. Almost all

Swedish studies have been made on rural roads. At present we know that:

0 Surface dressing instead of asphalt concrete leads to an increase of

about 5 % in petrol consumption of cars on a straight, level road when

the surface dressing is new and 1 3 % when the surface dressing is a

few years old.

0 Rutting does not appear to influence the fuel consumption of. cars.

These measurements were also made on a straight, level road.

Studies of the relationship between the fuel consumption of a vehicle and

the coarseness (macrotexture) of the road surface have been started at the

VTI. Preliminary answers to the following two questions have been ob

tained:

1. To what extent is vehicle fuel consumption influenced by the coarseness

of the road surface?

2. Which parts of the texture (wave lengths) has the greatest influence on

fuel consumption (rolling resistance)? This question has already been

satisfactorily answered in the case of noise.

The answers to these questions are of great importance when optimizing

road surface texture to give low fuel consumption without detracting from

friction.
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Further studies of how various road surface conditions influence fuel

consumption are desirable.

In order to be used in an optimization model, it is necessary for fuel

consumption to be expressed as a function of the condition variables

recorded for the road surface and which constitute the information used by

the road administrator in deciding the maintenance need. The Swedish

National Road Administration has, for example, developed vehicles for

measuring rut depth, crossfall, longitudinal irregularities and in the future

texture will be included. Fuel consumption as a function of these indexes

needs to be studied both for cars and heavy vehicles. The vehicle cost

model developed by the VTI should be applicable in generalizing the

measurements to the Swedish vehicle fleet and to different road standards.

Measurement of fuel consumption is relatively simple. Models for the

relationships between road surface properties and fuel costs applicable in

an optimization system for rural roads should be available in about 2 years,

and for urban roads and streets in about 3 years.

6.3.2 Tyre wear

Tyre life is of great importance, firstly in terms of purely private economy

to the car owner but also in terms of the national economy. By adapting his

driving technique, the motorist can himself determine tyre wear to a high

degree, but basically tyre life is also a question of tyre and road surface

properties.

The tyre industry is working continuously on producing more wear-resistant

tyres. However, the industry has not paid much consideration to individual

road surface parameters.

Tyre wear questions are becoming successively more prominent since many

roads are being maintained through surface dressing instead of a new

wearing course of asphalt concrete. Surface dressing normally has a

considerably coarser texture than the plant mixed pavement it is intended

to replace.
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As a rule, road surface texture is regarded one of the decisive factors for

tyre wear and it is considered rightly or wrongly that a coarse surface must

wear out tyres more quickly than a smooth surface. However, road

alignment cannot be neglected. The forces which must be absorbed in the

contact area between tyre and road surface through the crossfall of the

road, in driving round a curve etc., naturally cause a certain proportion of

tyre wear.

Natural tyre wear, i.e. wear occurring in normal car driving, is the

cumulative result of several complicated physical sequences. According to

a view widely accepted at present, tyre wear is mainly causedby three

processes, which, especially in the case of the first and third, require some

type of relative movement between tyre and road surface:

Abrasion. Angular irregularities in the road surface, often very small, cut

and tear away tread material from the tyre. The friction arising in

conjunction with this process is often high.

Fatigue. Rounded irregularities in the road surface cause fatigue and

fragmentation of the tread material through repeated changes in form. The

friction linked with this process is low.

Blistering. On smooth surfaces, soft tread material affected by friction can

create small blisters or rolls which are successively torn away. Friction in

this process is high.

The three processes occur in combination in overall wear. Apart from the

influence of the third process normally being less than the two others, the

individual contributions to overall wear are difficult to identify. In

addition, interactions occur; for example, the reduction in strength of the

rubber as a reSult of fatigue contributes to an increase in abrasion. It is

also worth noting that the condition for a certain relative movement

between tyre tread and road surface is fulfilled even in free rolling. The

tread, which in the free condition is double curved, must be flattened

continuously, in the contact area during rolling and this cannot take place

without relative m0vements. The higher mileage of radial tyres compared

to crossply tyres is explained in part by the reduced extent of such.

movements.
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It is quite clear that well-planned practical tests reflect natural wear in a

correct way but the tests are very expensive and time-consuming, espe-

cially if they are to be repeated on road surfaces with different textures,

alignment and cross-profiles.

Two studies of this type have been made at VTI with a car in order to

quantify differences in wear between surface dressing and plant mixed

pavements. Both these showed that wear was 50-80 % greater on surface

dressing than on plant-mixed pavement. The results of these studies have

been questioned and better controlled experiments have been conducted in

a test road machine. These show that tyre wear on a new surface dressing

is more than double the wear on a new plant-mixed pavement. It remains

unclear how worn pavements influence tyre wear.

As mentioned before, tyre wear results from the interplay of forces

between tyre and road surface and a very large part of the wear appears to

occur in conjunction with cornering, braking and acceleration. According to

the foreign literature, the microtexture is the most significant property of

the road surface. What we know today is that tyre wear varies considerably

and that the influence of the road surface is probably critical, although it

is unclear in which way.

Further studies are therefore desirable, especially since this proposal for a

research program also includes urban areas. The choice of wearing course

type in urban areas is probably of great importance for tyre wear, in view

of all the retardations, accelerations and changes of direction which are

characteristic of urban driving.

It is also important to study tyre wear in heavy vehicles and its dependence

on road surface properties.

6.3.3 Vehicle wear

During the 60's and 70's operating costs for road vehicles in relation to road

administration cost have attracted increasing interest in different places

around the world. In Sweden this question has primarily been studied by the
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Swedish National Road Administration and the Association for Bituminous

Pavements, while internationally the World Bank appears to have been the

most active body.

Repair costs, together with depreciation costs, which are to a certain

extent dependent on repair costs, constitute over half of the total vehicle

cost. It has also been suggested that vehicle operating costs and deprecia-

tion are of a very much higher order of magnitude than the costs of road

construction and maintenance. Pavement maintenance costs have thus been

stated to be less than one per cent of total road user costs. The dependence

of fuel costs on road standard is relatively insignificant compared to other

components of the total vehicle cost, which is interesting in view of the

great interest in the relationship between fuel consumption and road

environment in Sweden in recent years. However, the background to this

lies in an expected shortage of fuel.

Transportation Research Record 702 gives the following relationship bet-

ween road roughness expressed in PSI and relative spare parts cost. The

relationship is based on a study covering more than 500 buses in Brazil.

Road roughness Relative spare
PSI parts costs

4.5 59
3.5 100
2.5 180
1.5 260

As can be seen, the effect of road roughness on spare parts cost is very

great.

An American study states that in nearly all vehicie components wear

damage consists of accumulated fatigue damage. Fatigue damage is de-

fined as the inevitable loss of lifetime as a result of varying stresses. For

a vehicle travelling on a rough road the static forces due to the vehicle's

weight will combine with dynamic forces initiated by road roughness. The
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accumulated fatigue damage in a vehicle component can therefore be

regarded as an economic expression for the surface standard of the road.

An urgent area of research is the study of the relationship between road

roughness and stress in vehicle components. This can be investigated by

selecting a number of road sections and measuring the longitudinal profile

with a GM profilometer together with. For these road sections the

stresses are measured in one or more vehicle component(s) assumed to be

dependent on road roughness.

Measurements of road roughness with the GM profilometer have an advan-

tage over other types of roughness measuring system in that they pro

vide a detailed picture of the road's longitudinal profile which makes it

possible to obtain information on the wavelength distribution of road

roughness on the various test sections.

Using the measurements of stress variations in vehicle components as a

basis, a calculation can be made for each road section of the theoretical

lifetime of each component. The theoretical lifetime can then be com-

pared with various general measures of road roughness, for example,

the RMS value (Root Mean Square) of the profile amplitude of the road.

The relationships between theoretical and actual lifetime can be studied

both through fatigue tests in the laboratory and also by investigating the

extent of repairs to components in the vehicle whose exposure to road

roughness is more or less known (as in the truck fleet of the Swedish

National Road Administration).

6.3.4 Damage to goods

One area which has almost completely been neglected is the significance of

the road surface regarding damage to goods. The Swedish Institute of

Packaging Research states that damage to goods costs 500 million SEK per

year. Even if a large proportion of these costs arises through damage in

handling, damage from the road may be considerable. Damage may occur

through impacts arising from road surface irregularities which smash the
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goods, and also through road surface texturecreating vibrations which lead

to separation in the goods (such as electronic components, refrigerators,

paints etc).

The first task in research in this area should be to obtain information on

which impacts and vibrations the goods are exposed to in road transport.

Following this, goods can be exposed under controlled conditions in the

laboratory to similar impacts and vibrations in order to measure and record

the damage that occurs. Using mathematical simulation of the road

environment, vehicles and packaging, the effects of changes in the road

environment can be studied and demonstrated in the form of calculated

stresses in goods.

6.4 Comfort and performance

 

Effects of the road surface in the form of wear, petrol consumption etc are

often assigned great importance at the expense of effects on humans. This

is largely because it is difficult to evaluate in economic terms discomfort,

fatigue, reduction in capability and working performance, etc. In particu-

lar, the negative effects that can result from road induced vibrations

transmitted by the vehicle to the driver and which appear after the

vibrations have ceased or decreased in intensity are seriously neglected.

Those effects may be due to vibrations, poor road geometry, rutted roads,

poor visual guidance etc often activating the driver at the same time as

they cause fatigue. After-effects occur both because of the direct effect

on the driver and also because of the compensatory extra effort required to

counteract the direct effects. This form of fatigue can lead to accidents

even on good roads or in other contexts, such as the home or workplace.

At the VTI, research has been conducted into comfort assessment on roads

and fatigue and performance in simulators. Further work, especially on

after-effects using the tested methods, is necessary to establish the effect

of the road surface on comfort, fatigue and performance.

Activation and fatigue measurements, studies of driving behaviour and

comfort assessments according to methods already developed should be
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carried out. The results can be used both to predict accidents and to

clarify the remaining comfort factor which, although it does not affect

accidents, has a certain intrinsic value.
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7. EXTERNAL EFFECTS OF PAVEMENT SURFACE CONDITION

Environmental disturbances in the form of noise and vibrations has

attracted increasing attention in recent years. Noise increases human

stress and experiments have shown that aggression towards other peOple

increases even at relatively low noise levels. Noise and vibrations cause

problems with sleep, which in turn leads to a reduction in working

performance.

Data has indicated that persons disturbed by noise and vibrations are

incapable of deep sleep. Recent data have shown that the growth of

children is restricted by reduced body production of growth hormones.

Vibrations also create problems with premature ageing and decay of

buildings (settling, alligator cracking and similar damage). Many experts

consider that this is a neglected problem area and that extensive needs for

repairs will arise in the near future. In addition, vibrations cause problems

through disturbance to sensitive instruments and computers. At present,

there is a requirement on many computers (disk storages are especially

sensitive) that they should not be exposed to accelerations in excess of

l m/sz.

Further research is necessary in order to quantify the size of this problem,

which in particular concerns urban areas.
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8 MEASURING STRUCTURAL CONDITION

The elastic deformation (deflection) of the road in dynamic loading is

internationally the most common structural condition parameter and in

Sweden the only one currently used for determining structural condition.

Research should therefore be directed primarily at further development of

the falling weight method, even if other methods, such as the wave

propagation method, may be considered. The development of the falling

weight method should include both the development of an evaluation model

for paved roads based on the measurements obtained today, i.e. the

deflection at 2 points, and also a study of the possibilities of a more

detailed analysis of the structural condition (determination of the mechani-

cal properties of various material layers), for example, by recording

surface deflection at several points with falling weight measurements.

The measuring capacity using falling weight measurements is compara-

tively low, which makes the method less suitable for larger surveys. The

study of possibilities for making general deflection measurements at

normal traffic speeds, e.g. with the aid of laser technology and loading

with rolling wheels is therefore an urgent research task. In the US

research has been in progress for several years to develop this technique.

After seeing the VTI's Laser RST (see Section 9) earnest requests have been

received from the US to start collaboration. The VTI has examined the

problem of performing rapid measurements of deflection with laser techno-

logy and has tentatively stated that it should be possible to solve the

problems involved by using two "Laser RST rakes". One rake measures the

undisturbed road surface and the other measures the road surface influ-

enced/deformed by the vehicle.

If it is found that the development of quick methods for measuring bearing

capacity is more difficult and demands more resources than expected, the

possibility remains of measuring road surface condition in order to localize

the road sections where the need for bearing capacity measurement is

greatest. As mentioned in Section 9, fast, integrated measurement

systems have been developed for this type of measurement. Opinion on the

prospects of using this approach is divided among researchers. However,

the idea appears so interesting that it should be investigated in greater

depth.
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9 MEASURING ROAD SURFACE CONDITION

Since functional requirements on the road surface have begun to be

emphasized, there is an increased need for objective measurement and

regular follow-up studies of functional changes. Research and development

of measuring methods have therefore been given greater priority than

previously. It is important that the new measuring methods now being

developed meet the following requirements:

1. Validity, i.e. the instrument must measure what it is intended to

measure. This must be checked experimentally with statistical

analyses and logical deduction.

2. Reliability, i.e. the measuring method must give the same results in

 

repeated measurements.

3. Traffic safety, i.e. measurement must not expose personnel and road

 

users to increased risks.

4. Handlingz i.e. the measuring instrument must be easy to use and

repair if faults occur. Data must be presented so that they can be

evaluated directly and also stored directly in a computer.

5. Capacity, i.e. the equipment must make measurements rapidly.

Personnel costs are increasing continously and will dominate mea-

surement costs on a given section or road, even where expensive

measuring instruments are used.

The measuring system and the system for follow-up also include storage

and. handling of acquired data. With today's rapidly increasing data

processing resources, handling data may be regarded as a trivial problem.

However, a storage system where all the data is stored and made

continously accessible seldom works properly. A continous review of what

is to be stored and made accessible is therefore necessary. Representa-

tives of road administrators and research institutions should collaborate

with programmers and systems analysts in solving this problem. The

variables to be measured and stored, and information on where and how
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they are to be measured, should be governed to an increasing extent by the

decision models and strategies discussed earlier (see Section 4) and which

are now taking shape. Research into what can be measured and what this

will cost should be carried out to produce a basis for decisions on what is to

be measured, Le. a compromise between the need for knowledge and what

is economically and technically reasonable.

One often ignored question in conjunction with measurement is the

adaption of measurement to needs. A major road network where intensive

traffic rapidly affects the road surface requires frequent measurement, not

only to study the changes as such but primarily in view of the high road

user costs that deterioration of these road surfaces can lead to.

The condition variables mentioned below include road surface roughness,

cross-profile, friction, texture and light reflection. The VTI has been

studying these road surface properties for many years, in addition to

developing methods for measuring the properties and studying questions of

the consequences of measuring indexes, especially for the road user. The

experience gained can provide a basis for discussions regarding further

research and development in the various sub-areas defined by the above

condition variables. The predicted research requirement regarding metho-

dological development in these sub-areas is described below.

9.1 Roughness

The measuring methods so far used at the VTI have all been of the response

type, i.e. the measuring index reflects the mechanical response in a

measuring vehicle travelling over the road surface. This response has in

one way or another been read off and a mean value calculated for a

selected measuring section. Roughness measurements of this type have

proved to give good prediction of peoples' sensation of comfort when

travelling in different types of vehicles on roads with different degrees of

roughness.

To be able to make more detailed studies, primarily of the influence of

road roughness on vehicle and goods damage, equipment is required for
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measuring and recording the longitudinal profile of the road, which can

then be analysed with regard to wavelength and amplitude components. The

development of such equipment is in progress at the VTI but there is a need

to develop the technique further for better measuring precision and

improved administrative routines.

This type of data is also required in validating and further developing

models for the change in road surface condition as described in Section 5.

9.2 Cross profile

 

Very high accuracy is required in determining abrasion/wear with cross-

profile measurement. Wear measurement with the equipment currently

used in the field is timeconsuming. Development of a profilometer

utilizing, for example laser technology, appears necessary if reliable and

quick measurements are to be possible in future. It should be possible to

use the profilometer on pavements with varying texture (from coarse

surface dressing to smooth asphalt concrete).

Cross-profile measuring systems can be divided inte two main types, one

which is intended for measuring an individual cross-profile at a selected

point along the road and one which is intended for continous measurement

while driving, with subsequent calculation of the mean profile for the

measured section of road.

The latest example of a cross-profile measuring system of the first

mentioned type is the Primal system developed at the VTI. This uses a

laser beam aimed across the road to guide a small vehicle which measures

the cross-profile having the laser beam as a reference. The measured

cross-profile can then be illustrated with the aid of a printer and also used

calculate rut depth, rut infill volumes etc.

Examples of the second type of cross-profile measuring system are the

Saab Road Surface Tester (RST) and the VTI Laser RST. The Saab RST

uses 26 rearward aimed sensing arms on wheels following the road surface

and mounted on a 2.5 m long beam across the front of a Saab 900 car. This

gives a measuring width of 2.5 m and a lateral resolution of 0.1 m.
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The VTI Laser RST uses eleven lasers mounted in a similar way on a 2.5 m

long beam. Since the two outermost lasers are angled #50 outwards,

measuring width is increased to 3.1 m with an average lateral resolution of

0.31 m. The number of lasers has proved to be optimal; fewer would give

unsatisfactory reproduction of the profile and more would increase costs

without notably improving the measuring results. In exceptional cases, e.g.

in ruts with very steep edges where the driver does not not drive in the

ruts, the greatest depth may occur between two lasers.

Another problem specific to Sweden occurs where the hard shoulder is used

more or less a driving lane. Instead of 3.75 m lane width, the width to be

measured is about 5 m, which often causes large errors with a 3.1 m wide

cross profile measuring system.

In both the Saab and VTI Laser RST the measured cross profile is used for

calculating mean profile, mean of the maximum rut depths and rut infill

volumes. Stationary measurements permit direct comparison with Primal.

No further development of cross profile measuring system is considered

necessary in order to relate cross-profile data to relevant traffic effects.

However, it is possible that integrated measures such as the mean of

maximum rut depths etc must be extended with others.

Finally, it is desirable to be able to measure and analyse the cross-profile

in such a way that an effective validation is obtained of the models for

development in pavement surface condition as described in Section 5.

Interesting data in this context are the distance between rut floors, rut

depths in inner and outer ruts, rut width, rut shape etc. A certain

development of evaluation routines is probably necessary for this purpose.

9.3 Crossfall

The crossfall or lateral inclination of a road can be measured stationary or

from a moving vehicle.
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Stationary measurement can be carried out with levelling or with an

inclinometer. An inclinometer is included in the Primal profilometer

described in the previous section, which allows the measuring reference,

the laser beam and thus the cross-profile to be related to the horizon. The

crossfall can then be determined, for example, as the angle between the

regression line through the crossprofile and the horizon.

The Saab RST is provided with a gyro system allowing calculation in a

similar way of the crossfall as defined above. Calculation takes place

continously while driving, whereupon the measured crossfall is directly

compared with a list of standardized crossfalls stored in the computer in

the measuring vehicle. The results are printed out in the form of

deviations frm the standard. To select a standardized crossfall from the

list, information is required on the displayed speed limit for the road,

entered by the driver into the computer, and on the radius of the curve

which is calculated continously from the vehicle's speed and lateral

acceleration, the latter being measured with an accelerometer mounted in

the vehicle.

A method for crossfall measurement is also planned for installation in the

VTI Laser RST. This uses an inclinometer mounted on the beam on the

cross-profile measuring vehicle carrying the lasers. It can be used for

stationary measurement while driving at a speed not exceeding 10 km/h. In

cornering at higher speeds the inclinometer gives incorrect results owing to

the influence of lateral acceleration. However, it is theoretically possible

to compensate for this error. Two methods for this will be studied. If this

approach does not prove successful, crossfall measurement with agyro will

be introducted in the measuring system.

Knowledge of both the crossfall and cross profile of a road makes it

possible to calculate not only the above mentioned rut infill volumes but

also the volumes required to restore the road surface to standard crossfall

and to calculate the theoretically greatest depth of water in the ruts,

which can be used as a criterion in deciding on action to improve traffic

safety.
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9.4 Friction

The method used so far at the VTI for measuring friction, the Skiddometer

principle, is considered satisfactory and requires no further development.

Nor is it intended to replace this method by any other.

The method, which has been developed by the predecessor to the VTI, the

National Road Institute, (SVI) is based on a measuring wheel being braked

so that the wheel rotates with a certain specified slip relative to a freely

rotating wheel at the same road speed. The slip value is in principle chosen

so that the maximum friction force is obtained for the particular combina-

tion of measuring tyre and road surface. The friction force is measured

and used together with the known load on the measuring wheel to calculate

the friction coefficient of the road surface.

Over the years, the skiddometer principle has been used in the design of a

number of types of friction measuring vehicle, of which BVll has achieved

the most widespread use. Unlike other designs of both earlier and later

dates, BVll has a measuring wheel size of 4.00-8" which differs from

normal car wheels. The same measuring principle and wheel dimension

have been used in the Saab Friction Tester and Saab RST measuring cars.

Even if no further development of the measuring system is necessary,

relatively extensive evaluation is required especially for those measuring

systems using the smaller wheel dimension. A small, light measuring wheel

means light, inexpensive and relatively uncomplicated measuring equip

ment. However, it has not been fully investigated whether a small

measuring wheel corresponds to a normalsize car wheel with regard to the

friction measuring values. An experimental study of this aspect should

therefore be made.

For all measuring systems it is not fully known how the measured friction

value should be converted to braking effect for a car or how friction should

be measured so that it corresponds to the friction a driver/vehicle can

utilize both in normal and surprise situations. A study of this problem

consisting of theoretical and experimental sections should be carried out.
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9.5 Texture

In the VTI Laser RST project a mobile macrotexture measuring system has

been developed, which measures the road surface profile with the aid of a

laser beam. A special simplified version has been adapted for use in the

Laser RST car. This simplified version operates satisfactorily at 70 km/h.

At present, the measurement is carried out with 4 laser units mounted on

the Laser RST being tested in the USA. The system is planned for use in a

"Pavement Management System" at the end of 1984. In the American

system the laser units also record cracks in the road surface.

The same principle as is used in the macrotexture measuring system should

be applicable in a future microtexture measuring system.

Microtexture influences friction and probably also tyre wear. To be able to

predict these values on the basis of non-contact measurement with the VTI

Laser RST, a microtexture measuring system must be developed. This may

in principle consist of the non contact position sensor as described above,

but with a considerably smaller light spot. The light spot size must be

reduced to 0.1-0.2 mm to be able to measure wavelengths down to 0.2-

0%} mm. In actual fact, the microtexture .covers a larger area (shorter

wavelengths) but wavelengths of 0.2-1.0 mm have proved to be very

significant. An American study has shown that this wavelength range is

the most interesting, i.e. it has the highest correlation with the friction

coefficient.

It is not probable that this type of microtexture measurement can be used

at normal vehicle speeds within the foreseeable future. Measurements

must be made with the vehicle driven slowly (perhaps at 20 km/h) along

those sections where microtexture is to be recorded. Those places where

measurement is warranted (potential low friction section) can be indicated

macrotexture measurement, which can take place continously.

A non-contact, mobile microtexture measuring system would be able to

rationalize considerably assessment of the friction properties of roads by

providing better information on the relationship between surface microtex-

ture and friction.
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With access to the profile data of a road and knowing the enveloping

properties of the car tyres it should be possible to detect and calculate

relationships for tyre deformation due to surface coarseness. Also the

resulting "draining" facilitated by surface coarseness (acting together with

the tyre) should be predictable. It will then be possible to find better

measures of determining how friction, aquaplaning risks, fuel consumption,

tyre wear and noise are influenced by surface coarseness.

9.6 Light reflection

 

The specific luminance of the road surface is a physical expression of the

light reflection properties of the road surface. The light reflection of a

surface varies as a function of the angle of incidence of the light with the

surface, the angle of the light and the internal relationship between these

angles reflected. This can be visualized by considering a horizontal surface

on the ground surrounded by a hemishpere. In this hemishpere there is a

light source whose light is directed at the horizontal surface. The

hemisphere also contains an instrument for measuring the light reflected

from the illuminated surface. The light source and the measuring

instrument can occupy any combination of positions in the sphere. Natural- V

ly, not all combinations are of interest in the traffic context. If the

measuring instrument is replaced by the road user's eye, it is easy to

understand that the specific luminance of a road surface is important in

those combinations of incidental light on the road surface and reflected

light in the road user's eye which occur in traffic.

Three special cases can be discerned here:

1. Retroreflection of the road surface

In this case, the road surface is illuminated by the driver's own

headlights (in darkness) and is observed with the aid of light reflected

from the road surface toward the driver s eyes.

In a joint project between the VTI and the Lighting Engineering Laboratory,

LTL, of Denmark, basic measurements have beenmade systematically for
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the first time on a number of road surfaces (sawn samples). The

measurements have been documented in the "Mdrkertrafik" series of

publications (Rapport nr 4). The results will provide a basis for designing a

measuring instrument. International standardization of the measuring

method is being sought. The consequences of retroreflection for detecting

obstacles have been reported in VTI Rapport 202. A study of visibility on

the road varies with road surface retroreflection remains to be performed.

2. Reflection on the road surface

In this case traffic is travelling towards a setting sun or meeting a

vehicle in darkness. The incidental light towards the road surface

from the sun or from an oncoming vehicle's headlights is reflected to

a greater or lesser degree from the road surface towards a driver. A

road surface with a high degree of reflection may cause dazzling in

such situations.

Practically no research has been done in this area. First, it is necessary to

develop the method for measuring reflection of a road surface. Finely

textured road surfaces have the highest reflection. Here, wet conditions

are a serious problem from the research aspect since these conditions are

instable and change rapidly.

When measuring methods have been developed it will be necessary to

examine how the existing variation in reflection between different road

surfaces affects visual conditions in night traffic (i.e. measurement of the

sight distance to an obstacle and measurement of visibility of the road).

At present, a project supported by the Swedish National Road Administra

tion is in progress with the aim of . studying methods of measuring

reflection and its consequences for drivers in darkness.

3. Road surface reflection in road lighting and daylight.

Light from road lighting installations has a relatively small angle of

incidence with the road surface but is seen by the road user at

greater angles than the normal. This is similar also to most daylight

situations.
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For many years the VTI has supported the LT]. in this area of research. The

LTL has developed excellent measuring methods and prediction models for

describing the luminance (level and evenness) of the road surface in various

types of lighting installation, road surfaces and road conditions (dry and

wet respectively). Here there is a great need to develop behavioural

science methods for evaluating visual conditions in different installations.

The Swedish National Road Administration is supporting a project with this

aim at the VTI but work has so far been slow, owing to a shortage of

personnel in the area of perceptional psychology.
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10. TRAFFIC MEASUREMENT AND PROGNOSIS

10.1 Heavy traffic/ axle loads

There is no doubt that the volume and composition of heavy traffic is of

decisive significance in the disintegration of roads. Consequently, a

condition for optimizing road maintenance is the ability to estimate actual

traffic loads, both current and future with regard to different traffic

compositions, roads and areas of the country.

The aim of research in this area should therefore be a model which can

convert composite information on traffic, geographical location and type

of road to a measure of traffic relevant from the aspect of structural

disintegration, for example the equivalent number of lO-ton axles (N10). To

achieve this, current programs for axle load measurement should be

extended. At the request of the National Road Administration, the VTI is

engaged in making axle load measurements with recording equipment which

is moved between 5 fixed measuring sections (one year's measurements at

each). The VTI is also making measurements with its own equipment in one

section. An extension of the program for axle load measurements, will

probably be limited owing to the relatively high cost of equipment. An

urgent need is thus the development of a simpler type of equipment and to

use this in complementing the axle load measurements. Work is in progress

to study the possiblity of using visual observations of vehicle types to

estimate N10 with acceptable precision.

There is also a need to facilitate the making of prognoses of the future

development of heavy traffic and changes in the distribution on different

axle loads.

10.2 Studded tyres

 

Abrasion of the road pavement is determined by the volume of traffic using

studded tyres and by the aggressiveness of individual studded tyres to the

road surface. Regulations governing the design of studded tyres and their

use were introduced during the70's and these may be revised in the near
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future. Regulations and development in studded tyre technology have led

to a reduction in wear from these tyres. It is well known that studded

tyres on heavy vehicles wear the road pavement considerably more than

studded tyres on cars.

The proportion of vehicles with studded tyres has increased in recent years.

This applies both to heavy and light vehicles.

Prognoses for future wear from studded tyres are important components in

a model for optimizing pavement maintenance. The information required

is:

1. Traffic mileage for heavy and light vehicles with studded tyres.

2. The specific wear from heavy and light vehicles with studded tyres.

To obtain this information, a follow-up study is necessary of the proportion

of vehicles with studded tyres in different parts of the country, the

condition of the studs and a follow-up of the way in which tyres are

studded. A suitable investigation method is spot checks in conjunction with

annual vehicle inspections. Another suitable method may be a question-

naire directed to a sample of Swedish vehicle owners.

To study the resistance to wear in pavements on for example test roads,

the number of vehicles with studded tyres has so far been counted manually

at randomly chosen times during the season when studded tyres are used.

The possibility of developing a method which allows automatic recording of _

the number of vehicles with studded tyres should be examined. Continously

counting of the number of vehicles with studded tyres combined with wear

measurements on a representative selection of the country's roads would

provide the best basis for calculating the'development in wear.
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11. EVALUATION OF EFFECTS

Extensive research and investigative work has been done to determine

usable values/measures of time and accidents. The values/ measures used

by the Swedish National Road Administration in its calculations of traffic

economics are relatively widely accepted and no further research in this

area is considered necessary.

In the case of vehicle costs, there are no great problems regarding

evaluation. The problem is to obtain statistically representative data for

the traffic exposed to influence from the pavement surface.

However, no generally accepted methods for evaluating road user comfort

have yet been found. Since comfort should be included in an optimization

model, it is necessary that research be started in order to find appropriate

methods. A serious weakness in this context is the isolation of comfort

from other effects such as safety and the risk of damage to the vehicle.

Certain proposals for making an evaluation of comfort are given in

Section 11.1. '

External noise and vibrations must also be evaluable. Research as

described in Section 11.2 is needed also here.

If the entire need for information as outlined in this proposal were to be

satisfied before being able to design systems for optimizing pavement

maintenance, no such systems might ever be ready for use. Some of the

research problems are so difficult that they will take a very long time to

solve. In awaiting the results of the long-term research projects, the

available information must be used in the best way possible. Purely

practically, this means rating the various defects of the pavement in a way

that reflects their relative importance to traffic and continued deteriora-

tion of the road. Often, too little attention is devoted to this aspect of

research. However, there are methods where existing (if deficient)

knowledges of the relative significance of pavement properties can be put

to use in a more effective way. This is especially important since this

evaluation may be of great significance in deciding the priority of different

surfacing strategies.
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A method for making such arelative evaluation of various defects of the

pavement surface is described in Section 11.3.

11.1 Evaluation of comfort

 

Certain initial studies of road user's willingness to pay for smoother roads

have been made by the VTI. Those participating in the study of comfort

assessment were asked how great an increase in the price of petrol they

were prepared to accept in exchange for improved road smoothness. This

method has two weaknesses. The first is that it does not define comfort.

The replies may depend on the idea people have of the effect of road

roughness on vehicle wear, risk of accidents etc. The second weakness is

that those questioned might possibly show less willingness to pay if they

were actually forced to pay.

Comfort evaluation is closely connected with evaluation of journey time.

Journey time cost is the product of journey time and the time value. It is

not unlikely that the time value depends on the pavement standard. This

question has been examined deeper in a joint Nordic project financed by

the NAT (Nordic Gorvernmental Committee for Transport Questions). The

project includes a discussion of the possibility of studying road users'

choice of roads and how this depends on pavement standard. Analysis of

the data may lead to a more relevant evaluationof comfort. It is possible

that this will result in the need to use different time values for different

comfort levels, instead of making a direct evaluation of these.

In the concept of comfort we have also included internal vehicle noise. It

is important that this also can be evaluated. A possible method may be to

isolate those costs incurred by car manufacturers in suppressing noise from

the various parts of the vehicle and to derive a relationship between

internal vehicle noise and costs. This type of analysis may also be of value

in the case of vibrations.
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11.2 Evaluation of external noise and vibrations

 

The evaluation to be made regarding external noise depends partly on how

many people are exposed to disturbance by noise and partly on the degree

of the disturbance. In its methodology report, "Assessing the urgency of

road and street building projects", the Swedish National Road Administra-

tion has produced a method for an evaluation of this type. The method is

based on studies of how property prices are influenced by traffic noise.

The first phase should be based on the evaluation made by the Swedish

National Road Administration. However, further research is urgent. This

applies especially to municipalities where it may be found that the use of

opengraded/porous pavements, which have extremely low noise levels, is

very profitable on certain streets and roads even if maintenance costs are

found to increase.

Section 7 mentions the effects of vibrations on humans, buildings and

sensitive instruments. No methods exist for evaluating these effects.

Research in this area is vital.

11.3 Systematized evaluation methods based on the accumulated

experience of researchers, decisionmakers and technical personnel

 

Research based on data analyses and experiments has gradually increased

our knowledge of the consequences of road surface properties for the road

user, road keeper and environment.

However, much work remains before these consequences can be analysed

and converted to costs. One approach will then be to use all relationships

available, even if these are very uncertain, and make calculations in

various models. Unfortunately, this often leads to very poor results which

often, are used uncritically, despite the warnings of model designers

regarding the great uncertainty of the input data. A variant of this is to

select subjectively the data which can be "believed in", often with the

effect that the model becomes subjectively coloured. In principle,

anything can be proved or any process governed according to what was
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believed at the outset. Often, these two types are mixed in model design

and no information is given on the choice of input data.

Despite these problems, evaluation models have to be produced in order to

be able to assess the need for action and research. However, there are

considerably better methods for avoiding the error sources mentioned. To

return to the need for input data, cost relationships are required for all

variables. There are a number of studies and investigations, which can be

more or less relied upon, and a large amount of practical knowledge of

these variables, in addition to views on variables for which no cost

relationships have been studied.

To achieve as reliable input data as possible for the models, use should be

made of all the knowledge previously gained. Instead of applying the

choice and opinion of an individual model designer, different groups should

be used who collaborate and make choices, for example, with the aid of the

so called Delphi method. With this method a number of people are

appointed representing decision-makers, technical personnel and resear

chers, who are allowed to penetrate all the information in the area. The

group then conducts discusssions to reach as unanimous an opinion as

possible on what is credible and important among the avlalable basic

information. In the type of research considered here, the group proceeds

to formulate probable cost relationships for the variables of interest. The

opinions are collated and discussed in smaller groups, some of which are

homogeneous and some heterogeneous with regardto the background of the

assessors. A final verdict is then made, which is used as input data to the

model. The input data is thoroghly penetrated, weaknesses in the investi

gations pointed out, neglected relationships taken up and individuals

subjective assessments minimized through the different backgrounds of the

groups and their members.

A condition for a successful assessment is that presentations of knowledge

be made in an easily understood and objective way and that summaries be

made in advance. It is also important that uncertainty of the knowledge be

reported.
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12. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The description given in the previous chapter shows that extensive research

is needed to be able to apply systems for socio-economic optimization of

pavement maintenance. The most important gaps in knowledge are at

present considered to be:

1. Methods/models for predicting long-term changes in road/road sur

face condition when implementing various surfacing strategies.

2. Effective methods for measuring the structural condition (bearing

capacity) of roads.

3. Measurement of actual traffic load and predictions of future traffic

loads (especially heavy axle loads).

1+. The influence of pavement surface condition on vehicle wear.

5. The influence of pavement surface condition on traffic accidents.

6. Evaluation of effects.

As shown in certain respects in Sections 1+ and 11, the results of research

should not be awaited before beginning to design the systems. There is

already sufficient knowledge to begin research on the systems side.

However, it is important that the systems be given such a flexible

structure that new and more reliable knowledge can be introduced as

research continues. The advantage of this method is that the need for new

research is governed the whole time by application aspects. Since the

condition of the pavements, can be followed up as a result of new, fast

measuring methods, continuous feedback can be obtained where the models

describing pavement performance of the road can be valiated. The

"traditional" research into pavement technology will thereby be comple-

mented and partly replaced by research with a more statistical orientation.

Section 4 mentions that it is not probable that there is one pavement

maintenance system suiting all road administrators in Sweden. It may well
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be that the Swedish National Road Administration requires one system and

the municipalities another, according to the different resources they

possess or can obtain for measurement and follow-up work.

At the request of the Swedish Transport Research Delegation (TFD), now

the Swedish Transport Research Board (TFB), a committee has been

appointed with the task of surveying and summarizing the need for

research in the entire area of road and street operation. The committee

was also asked to propose and assign priority to the TFD's further research

into road and street Operation on the basis of this requirements analysis.

The VTI has acted as investigator for the committee and has reported on

the work done in VTI Meddelande 328. The report states that in Sweden

there are about twenty organizations which are involved in different ways

in research into operation and maintenance of roads. At the proposal of

the committee the TFD decided in Spring 1981+ to grant research funds for

more detailed planning and programming of further research in six sub

areas, two of which deal with questions coinciding with points 1 and 3

above.

Since questions concerning pavement maintenance are and will continue to

be of central importance for the VTI, we propose that two groups be

formed within the VTI (one for the Swedish National Road Administration

and one for the municipalities) with the task of developing suitable systems

for socio economic optimization of pavement maintenance. In addition to

contacts with the TFB's operation research committee, it appears appro-

priate that the "Municipality group's" work be coordinated with the

continued work of the operating cost committee. The groups should

naturally include road keepers in the first instance. However it is

important that researchers from the VTI and other research bodies working

in this area also be included. This will allow research to be better

coordinated than at present and, as mentioned previously, to have a more

applicable orientation.

Finally it is important that the groups be allocated resources for systems

development and research so that they do not simply constitute consulta-

tive groups. Their duty is to actually develop systems which can be

implemented in pavement maintenance.
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It is also essential that collaboration takes place between the Swedish

National Road Administration group and the municipality group since many
of the problems are similar and can probably be solved jointly.
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